
Public Libraries in the 21st Century



The future is not some place we are going to, 
but one we are creating.
The paths to it are not found but made, and the 
activity of making them changes both the maker 
and the destination.

Commission for the Future 1989



History
• Point Pass –

1895
• North Adelaide
• Walkerville
• Novar Gardens



Arrest 
Warrant
for 
Immanuel
College
1940





Immanuel







The Docks Library



Public Libraries

• The Centre of communities
• Builders of communities 
• Access to new resources and technologies
• Spaces to create
• Supporting a new group of self directed 

learners



School Community Libraries





Mark McCrindle

• Rise of Local
• Growth of Lifestyle cities
• DIY Everything
• “Gig economy”

– Airtasker, Uber, Freelancer

• Post Rationlism
• Technology

– Everything connected, VR, 3D



Ten Jobs for the Future – Thrill list
Garbage designer
Job description: Turn trash into useful products
Required skills: Strong background in science, engineering, and industrial design; 
interest in garbage

Robot counselor
Job description: Match people with live-in service robots
Required skills: Basic social worker background plus an extensive knowledge of 
technology

Rewilder
Job description: Transform blighted land into lush natural landscapes
Required skills: Agriculture and wildlife management training

Digital currency advisor
Job description: Help people grow their Bitcoin fortune
Required skills: A degree in financial management and computer security

Arctic adventure guide
Job description: Lead drone-assisted tours of polar wildlife and wilderness
Required skills: Aviation and outdoor survival skills

http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/garbage-designer/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/robot-counsellor/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/rewilder/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/digital-currency-advisor/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/arctic-adventure-guide/


Ten Jobs for the Future – Thrill list
Personal web manager
Job description: Prevent people from making fools of themselves on the Internet
Required skills: Web and tech savvy

Robot dancer
Job description: Perform exoskeleton-assisted dance routines, possibly in zero gravity
Required skills: Smooth moves

Nostalgist
Job description: Recreate familiar living spaces for the old and infirm
Required skills: Basic interior design skills; a love for history and old people

Digital memorialist
Job description: Clean up online profiles of the recently deceased
Required skills: Web savvy with a tech background

Media remixer
Job description: Design trippy virtual realities
Required skills: Graphic design and audio engineering

http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/personal-web-manager/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/dancer/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/nostalgist/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/digital-memorialist/
http://careers2030.cst.org/jobs/media-remixer/
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21st century problems
global warming; excessive population growth;
water shortages; destruction of life in the
oceans; mass famine in ill-organised countries;
the spread of deserts; pandemics; extreme
poverty; growth of shanty-cities; unstoppable
global migrations; non-state actors with extreme
weapons; violent religious extremism; runaway
computer intelligence; war that could end
civilisation; ‘scientific’ risks to homo sapien’s
existence; a new Dark Age

James Martin, The Meaning of the 21st Century (2006)



We cannot
solve our problems with the 
same thinking we used 
when we created them. 

Albert Einstein



Prof Tim Flannery
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Prof Tim Flannery



Challenges of work

Foundations for Young Australians



Foundations for Young Australians
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Foundations for Young Australians



A decade 
into the
21st Century

we still have 
our head in 
the sand



UNESCO: : the Treasure Within

Four essential pillars of learning

•Learning to know

•Learning to do

•Learning to be

•Learning to live together





What students want
• School to be more like my life
• Teachers know me and act as if you do
• Understand my behaviors and my learning
• Respond as if they know about me
• Personalise my environment and my resources
• Use technologies simply and well



Take a photo of
where you love to learn



Every Idea!!!!!






Holland Street Market









Context of Immanuel College
Immanuel College has a proud heritage of 
providing education in the tradition of 
Lutheran schools.

Third oldest independent co-ed boarding 
school in Australia

The College currently has an enrolment of 972 
day and boarding students from Years 7 – 12.
171 Boarders
Students currently enrolled at the College are 
from Adelaide, country areas of South 
Australia, Western Australia, Northern 
Territory, New South Wales and Victoria.

International students are currently enrolled 
from PR China including Hong Kong, Taiwan, 
Japan, Thailand, Germany, and Malaysia.

Indigenous Youth Leadership program



For the heart of education is 
the education of the heart. 



Self-esteem

‘I am worthy’

The key for us

Competence
‘I am capable’

Relatedness
‘I matter to 

others’

Emotional literacy - key attributes or characteristics (Vale et al., 2009)

Autonomy
‘I am in control’



I want my students to be

1.Strong, resilient and successful
2.Academically surpass their own expectations
3.Strong sense of community both relating and 

caring for others
4.Understand right and wrong
5.They recognise the best in themselves and others



“ASPIRING TO BE EXTRAORDINARY”



Academic Excellence              Academic Care



Student Wellbeing



Service Learning 
at 

Immanuel College



To serve is to be transformed



Service Learning @ Immanuel

… is the deep learning that occurs through 
critical thinking and reflection in action and 

relationship with, to and for others.



 Presence – to look, listen, engage and be an 
active participant in what is happening.

 Authenticity – be yourself, share your story and 
your time with people who are in need of you.

 Responsibility – Respecting another, see to 
understand, benefit from and participate in the 
learning process.

The core principles of Service Learning at 
Immanuel College applies three virtues:



LOCAL NATIONAL

IMMANUEL COLLEGE SERVICE LEARNING MODEL

NURTURE

Nourish & Support 
Local programs
- Elderly
-Displaced
- Disabled-

SUSTAIN

Promote Balance
- Whole Person

- Community
- Environment

- Dignity of the Person

INSPIRE
Motivation Towards 

Action
- Positive Psy

- Justice Leadership
- Story Telling

- Advocacy

CONNECT

Facilitate Links
- ALWS
- Families
- Socially Dislocated
-Distant communities

SERVICE
LEARNING
Being with 

GLOBAL
Transformative Nature of Service by Head, Hands & Heart



Conquering the Six Cs…
• Courage: going where others dare not and overcoming self-interested opposition. 

Overcome a personal fear, Share you life story with the class

• Commitment: doing what must be done and sticking at it. 
Give up something for a week, Run a City to Bay

• Collaboration: working with others; doing your bit for the team.
Complete the Aikido Challenge, Teach someone to juggle

• Consideration: Being considerate means listening to and responding to the 
opinions and views of others. 

How can you show consideration within your family unit?

• Compassionate: responding with empathy and love to the needs of others.
Completing Journey Service Activities, Taking on an independent service

• Camp: Complete a variety of challenges on Y9 camp
Responsibility, Organisation, Manners, Cooperation, Persistence.



7 stages of the ‘Immanuel Journey’

• The Calling – Waterfall Gully
• The Departure – Parent/student 

evening
• The Following – Mentoring/Guides
• The Challenges
• The Abyss – Solo Experience
• The Return – Celebration Evening
• Coming Home – end of year 9



STUDENT REFLECTION ON 
IMMANUEL COLLEGE

Presented by the 2015 Prefects



Teachers

Passionate and motivational

Positive impact on student learning

Strong student relationships

Knowledgeable and specialized 
teachers

Summary



“The best teachers are 
those who show you 
where to look, but don’t 
tell you what to see.” 



Communication

87%  of surveyed students preferred working 
with others
- 41% of these favoured 1 on 1 interactions
- 44% of these favoured working in large 
groups
- 13% of these favoured working in small 
groups or partners

 13% of surveyed students preferred to work 
alone

Teachers must be able to cater to these 
individual learning styles in order to benefit 
students



Environment

 The environment plays a crucial role in how students learn and 
study

 Survey results for preferred environment 

 The class room environment should be
 Quiet or silent
 Spread out for those who want to work alone
 Small area for group work
 Spread outside the classroom for private study





Imagination Centre









Rock Farm



Build your own 
classroom

Year 7







Concept

• Flexible – to accommodate both current and evolving pedagogies 

• Future-proofed – to enable space to be re-allocated and reconfigured 

• Bold – to look beyond tried and tested technologies and pedagogies 

• Creative – to energise and inspire learners and tutors 

• Supportive – to develop the potential of all learners 

• Enterprising – to make each space capable of supporting different purposes 

• A building that is an education – ESD initiatives

• Virtual Space- the Senior School is not just the building



Environmental

Air Quality
Light level

eg no LED
Water
Energy



Margaret Ames Centre
Senior School































































“I feel so much smarter in this building”

“ I feel more mature and the teachers treat us in a more mature way
I believe the design and style of the building contributes to this.”

student survey - 2015



Café culture



Extended hours



Different learning environments



Advanced 
Technology



Independence







Engagement

























Opportunities…

• Café buzz
• Extended hours
• Variety of learning spaces
• Ubiquitous technology

• Engagement
• Collaboration
• Independence



“We are not in Kansas anymore”



Care more than others think is wise

Risk more than others think is safe

Expect more than others think is possible

Dream more than others think is practical
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